
NBN Atlas datasets
Dipterists Forum Field Weeks
The response to the appeal in the last Bulletin for data from the
Dipterists Forum field weeks was strong. Within a couple of
weeks of publishing, six explorers had offered data, from way
back into the 80s right up until 2014. Another 14,562 Field
Week records of which 7,116 were added to the NBN Atlas by
the end of 2021.
The table shown in the last Bulletin issue can now be updated
as follows:

Those shown in green are now on NBN Atlas. Amber colour indicates
ongoing collation work. A = contributors so far.
Further details at https://micropezids.myspecies.info/node/375

Records appeal
A sufficient number of records were submitted from two of the
above Field Weeks to warrant NBNAtlas uploads. We found the full
dataset from all attendees at the 2004 Wiltshire expedition (see
below) and sent these to NBN in October. The 2014 Bangor records
weren’t complete but 5 contributors made it feasible, this one will go
to NBN later in the year.
Thumb back through the Bulletins for those years and you’ll find
accounts of those expeditions, all organised by Roger Morris though
with write-ups by others too, like Judy Webb, Ivan Perry, Chris
Spilling and Alan Stubbs. They list many interesting finds and
though some will have been snapped up by Recording Schemes,
Open Data datasets for entire expeditions are of considerable
value, they are what we promised to publish, in all those accounts.
If you attended any of the other Field Weeks and kept records at the
time then it’s still possible to progress the above. Four or five
datasets from a meeting is enough for an NBN Atlas upload So
please have a dig through your old spreadsheet lists and see what
you can do. Don’t worry about low numbers, I’d be lucky to achieve
10 per expedition after I went camera-only in 2010.
We’re most grateful for those who have responded.

Darwyn Sumner

Year Region NBN Atlas #
1981 Kent uploaded (May 2021) 1970

1999 NW England uploaded (June 2004) 4994

2000/2001 Cornwall uploaded (March 2005) 2807

2002 Inverness uploaded (March 2017) 1158
2003 Suffolk ongoingAAA 1284
2004 Wiltshire uploading 2021 (15 A) 4134
2005 Durham 2nd to 9th July 0
2006 Lewes 24th June to 1st July 0
2007 Aberystwyth 14th to 20th July 0
2008 Cairngorms 29th June to 5th July 0
2009 Swansea ongoingA (of 30) 1127
2010 Pembroke ongoingA (of 26) 545
2011 Exeter ongoingAA (of 28) 1714
2012 Speyside ongoingAA (of 33) 1550
2013 Lancaster ongoingAA (of 26) 1226
2014 Bangor uploading 2021AAAAA 2982

2015 Nottinghamshire uploaded (2016) 3711

2016 Canterbury uploaded (June 2021) 6416

2017 Snowdonia uploaded (May 2021) 6822

2018 Stoke uploaded (March 2020) 7407
2019 Stirling 43% from iRecord verifiers 5586
2021 Cornwall

Open Data: https://registry.nbnatlas.org/public/show/dp172

Wiltshire 2004 (30th May to 4th June)
This Field Week was organised by Peter Chandler who wrote
the preliminary account in Bulletin 58 (p30). Participants
submitted records to Peter afterwards and these form the source
of the complete dataset - or at least as complete as one would
normally expect from one of our expeditions. Added to Peter’s
archive were two further sets of records by contributors. Bear
in mind that at the time, Biological Recording Applications
were not as extensively used and spreadsheets not so
commonplace, indeed some of the participants did not have
access to computer systems at all (and don’t to this day.)
Consequently much of the data was amassed in word
documents by participants or compiled by Peter from snail mail
contributions. Converting and collating these to structured &
validated spreadsheet records ready to upload to NBN Atlas
was challenging* but with collaboration from Peter Chandler &
Andrew Halstead in verifying the material - bringing the old
taxon names up to date, this was achieved satisfactorily.

Darwyn Sumner
Peter Chandler

*With the exception of Chris Raper’s UKSI sandbox, the current suite of biological recording
applications were of no value for this work. Thank goodness for the humble spreadsheet.
We still seek better tools, see https://discourse.gbif.org/t/100-gbif-datasets-improved/3042

Erratum: The wrong dates were given for the Pembroke 2010 meeting in the last Bulletin.
They were actually 12th to 19th June
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